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CANOSSA SECONDARY SCHOOL 
1ST CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT February 2013 

CHEMISTRY FORM II 
 

6th February,  11:00 – 12:00 
 

TIME:1HR           NAME…………………………………………………..STREAM…… 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. This paper consists of sections A, B and C. 
2. Answer ALL questions 
3. Rough work and illegible handwriting be penalized. 

 
SECTION A (10 MARKS @ 01) 

1. Choose the best answer from each question and write the letter of the best answer in the space 
     given 

i) A solution is made by mixing 
a) A solute and solution             b) A solute and suspension  
c) A solvent and solution           d) A solvent and solute 
 

ii) A metal element which is in liquid state 
a) Iodine            b) Mercury         c) Gold          d) Bromine 
 

iii) An example of an alloy 
a) Brass        b) Rust        c) Gold           d) Chalk 
 

iv) A Bunsen burner flame is likely to contain soot when: 
a) The air hole is closed            b) The burner is not raised 
c) The gas supply is high          d) The air hole is opened  
 

v) Separate two liquids with different boiling points 
a) Distillation               b) Fractional distillation  
c) Chromatography        d) Filtration  
 

vi) Ripening of a fruit is an example of  
a) Physical change            b) A form of growth 
c) Chemical change          d) Disintegration of fruit 
 

vii) Which among the following is the best set of the important physical properties of any 
substance? 
a) Density, heat of reaction, latent heat 
b) Melting, point, density, boiling point and solubility 
c) Distillation, evaporation and filtration 
d) Solubility, evaporation and crystallization 
 

viii) An non-metal which is a good conductor of electricity is  
a) Sulphur          b) Copper       c) Carbon          d) Iodine 
 

ix) The nucleons consists of  
a) Electrons and Nucleus               b) Electrons and Neutrons 
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c) Protons and Neutrons                 d) Protons and electrons 
 

x) The art of finding out about things around can generally be described as 
a) Botany           b) Chemistry          c) Science            d) Technology  

 
SECTION B 

 
2. Choose a word(s) in LIST B which match the statement in LIST A by writing its letter in the 
    space given.                                                         (10 marks) 
 

LIST A LIST B 
i) Galvanization  
ii) Liquid non-metal  
iii) Chemical reaction that involve the burning in the 
      presence of oxygen 
iv) Heating of potassium chlorate in the presence of 
     catalyst  
v) Desicators 
vi) Method used to extract oil from seeds 
vii) Air 
viii) Soot free flame 
ix) Dinitrogen oxide 
x) Excess uses of it result to air pollution, disturbance of 
ecosystem and deforestation  
 

a) For drying solids 
b) Charcoal  
c) Water  
d) Gases mixture 
e) Protected by silver 
f) Bromine 
g) Combustion 
h) Measuring volume 
i) Distillation  
j) Protected by zinc 
k) Neutral oxide 
l) Non-luminous  
m) Solvent extraction  
n) Mercury 
o) Luminous  
p) Hydrogen 
q) Acidic oxide 
r) Oxygen 
s) Sublimation  

 
A i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x 

B           

 
SECTION C (80 MARKS) 

3. Write down the symbols of the following elements 
i) Mercury ______________________________ 

ii) Manganese ____________________________                                            (05 marks) 

iii) Sodium _______________________________ 

iv) Iron __________________________________ 

v) Lead __________________________________ 

 

4. Which technique will you use to separate the following mixture. 
a) Iodine and lead sulphate _____________________ 

b) Crude oil _______________________ 
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c) Muddy water _________________________                                             (05 marks) 

d) Extract chlorophyll from green leaf ____________________ 

e) Salt solution _________________ 

 

5. Complete the following word equations in the reactions below: 
i) Water + potassium oxide   → 
ii) Lead  + oxygen  → 
iii) Calcium +  oxygen  →  
iv) Carbon dioxide + water →                                                                       (@02 marks) 
v) Nitrogen + oxygen → 

 
6.a) What is an oxide?                                                                                               (02 marks) 
   b) By giving one example in each, mention four types of oxides                        (@ 02 marks) 

i) _______________________________________ eg_____________________ 

ii) _______________________________________eg _____________________ 

iii) _______________________________________eg _____________________ 

iv) _______________________________________eg _____________________ 

 
7.a) What is an “Alloy”                                                                                             (01 mark) 
   b) Mention three types of matter and give one example of each type of matter.  
                                                                                                                                  (03 marks) 
 
8. Assume you have visited the laboratory of one school in Mafia known as Vasco da Gama 
    secondary school and  you noted that in the school laboratory the only materials available are: 
    CHEMICALS: Manganese (IV) oxide, potassium chlorate and water 
    APPARATUS: Test tube, Gas jar, Round bottom flask, beehive stand, Bunsen burner, retort  
                              stand, delivery tube, trough and stopper. 

a) As a form two student from Canossa secondary school, what can you prepare from the 
material above? _________________                                                          (02 marks) 

b) Draw a well labeled diagram to show how you will arrange your experiment apparatus 
and write a word equation from the reaction of chemical s given  
                                                                                                                   (20 marks) 

c) How can you test your  product from (a) above?                                     (03 marks) 
d) State three uses of a substance you prepared (a) above.                          (03 marks) 

 
9.a) Write down the electronic configuration of  
         i) Ar = 18           ii)  K = 19                                                                          (04 marks) 
   b) Silicon has three isotopes, silicon 28(92.2%), silicon 29(4.7%) and silicon-30 (3.1%).   
 
          Calculate the R.A.M of silicon.                                                                 (06 marks) 
 
10.a) State modern atomic theory.                                                                      (04 marks) 
     b) An element X has a mass number of 40 and 21 neutrons. Calculate the number of protons 
         and electrons. Which elements is represented by letter X?                    (04 marks) 

 
END 
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